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Designed  - Built and Owned by Australians

Proven around Australia and New Zealand

"Bullet Proof "  Signal Amplifiers ready to plug into your Foldaway Antenna are available.

Compact - Lightweight - Durable - Good Value - Maintenance Free

Do you need a Foldaway Tall Boy Antenna ?   
If you have an A van, Wind Up or Soft Sided Van, you will need the extra height so you can install it on 
your van, extra lead (so the kids can watch TV in the annex) and extra-sized storage tube that comes 
with this Foldaway option! Be sure to let us know your needs before you order. 

"Get better TV 
pics wherever you go

with a Foldaway"

Tips for better TV Pictures
using your Foldaway Antenna

1. Always start with the elements pointing at 2 and 10 o’clock, 
then if necessary, adjust for better reception. Point elements at 12 
and 6 for vertical polarised signals or 9 and 3 for horizontal signals.
2. When you move, you must re-tune your TV to the local stations. 
e.g. Ch9 in Brisbane is on a different frequency to the Ch9 affiliate on 
the Sunshine Coast. Re-tune your TV each time you move.
After tuning your digital TV or set top box, you may be able to fine 
tune your reception  by using the signal strength or quality meter built 
into your set. Poor signal quality usually relates to polarity, adjust the 
arms to suit the horizontal or vertical polarity. Consult your user 
manual to find your signal strength or quality meter. Phone apps such 
as “My Switch” can tell you signal location and polarisation (vertical 
and horizontal).
3. Check the outside antenna plug. Often dirt, moisture and 
corrosion will affect the picture quality. Check it by plugging the 
Foldaway directly into the TV set. We made our direct connector 
so this is easy to do.
4. Trees and bushes will absorb incoming signals. A direct 
connector will allow you to bypass these signal destroying 
connections. The Foldaway unique patented, 
multi-polarisation head enables you to position it off the 
van, in any position under the tree, inverted, even 
horizontally on the ground, to source the best signal path.
5. When you are in an area with very low signal, an 
amplifier from Foldaway will help. Ask about this excellent 
accessory which simply plugs right in.
6. There are places where TV does not exist! 
These are commonly referred to as . . . 
"Read a Book Instead”  Zones!

Here's why you see so many 
Foldaway Antennas up !

"Have a closer look 
at this lil''ripper "

Rugged, flexible construction with a 
multi-directional element. The patented design 
moves to catch all types of signals, regardless of 
polarisation.

Straight-forward attachment at eye level, means 
no dangerous acrobatics when setting up!
The marine grade top clip and bottom bracket are 
tough and durable in all types of weather. This 
antenna picks up digital signals extremely well.

Easy access to cable, the pole effortlessly locks 
into place on the solid mounting bracket. 

Time to move on? Everything folds down to just 
90mm x 500mm and fits into its own storage 
container.



SAVE 
at least 10db

 and get yourself 
off the digital 

cliff!

100% Australian 

owned and made

Patent No. Aust. 704586 Aust. 736873 NZ. 3
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Nothing’s more reliable

than a Foldaway !
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rimFOLDAWAY PRODUCTS

Ph: 07 5492 8083  
Mob: 0418 987 936
Email: plugger@foldawayantenna.com.au
www.foldawayantenna.com.au
A.B.N 844 855 303 86
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Plug your antenna 
directly into the TV
Direct Connector puts an end to:
Corroded/salty/dusty/wet/worn out/loose 
and poor outside connections.
Banishes signal-sapping cable joins 
and resultant signal loss.
Only one connection instead of five!

Simple to use

Easily tuned for both horizontal and vertically 
polarised signals.

Simple to assemble and install.

"Eye level fit" means you can attach it quickly 
within arms length.

Optional Tall Boy for wind ups and A vans.

Unbeatable performance for the price.

Proven all around Australia and New Zealand!

"We designed the 
portable Foldaway to 

bring in very good 
signals, even from FM 

radio. This antenna can be used for 
horizontal and vertical signals, using 
our patented design. 
For value, ease of use and reliability, 
no other caravan antenna can be 
compared to it! We've packed in real 
performance at an affordable price, 
for people on the move." 


